
TychoNova Accurately Predicts Stock Price 
Movement Ahead of Earnings Announcements 

With the global equity markets experiencing major shifts on a frequent basis, careful 
analysis and up to the minute data are required for putting the optimal positions in place, 
both in avoiding losses and capitalizing on growth. The dates leading up to earnings 
announcements are especially key and can offer the opportunities for significant profit 
going short or long and the ability to remove stocks from your portfolio before a major 
price drop. To successfully forecast these opportunities, specialized knowledge and 
monitoring tools are required. 

We at Prognos Predictive Analytics, LLC have such a tool to give you a major advantage in 
equity trading along with futures, commodities and cryptocurrencies. Our innovative 
TychoNova analytics software applies 6 indicators in a new and proprietary way that 
provides daily scores and delivers up-to-the-minute analysis, providing an essential tool for 
traders and risk managers across markets. TychoNova calculates a T-Score, which is a 
single number that summarizes the Analysis Window using specified weights for different 
days and different indicators. Positive and rising T-Scores are indicative of upward price 
pressure and conversely negative and falling T-Scores are indicative of a downward trend 
in price. T-Scores range from -100 (most bearish) to +100(most bullish). We also use colors 
in a unique way to rate the bullishness (with green and dark green) and bearishness (with 
red and maroon), so you can quickly decipher how the market is developing with just one 
glance.

The theory we base our predictions on is that news will typically "leak out" and if we watch 
closely certain indicators tuned to detect selling or buying of insiders who know the 
numbers in advance, we can accurately predict movement. We use six highly specialized 
indicators tuned to the market that our founder Tony Kolton used to trade the option pits 
in Chicago. He retired to start another market research firm catering to energy traders, LIM 
which sold the "Market Information Machine" and was sold to Morningstar for $58M. 

The following pages provide recent examples of AutoDesk (ADSK), Anaplan (PLAN) and 
Zoom (ZM) flagging them in advance that they would experience a price drop after the 
earnings announcement. PLAN has subsequently dropped 20%. ADSK has subsequently 
dropped 18%. ZM dropped nearly 15%.  



From: Tony Kolton <tkolton@prognosanalytics.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 23, 2021 at 9:23 AM
Subject: I AM GOING TRIPLE SHORT ADSK AND PLAN

EPS COME OUT TONIGHT  BOTH SHOULD MISS



From: Tony Kolton <tkolton@prognosanalytics.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 22, 2021 at 9:29 AM
Subject: ZM SHOULD MISS TONIGHT


